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Comments to the author
The authors addressed all comments by the reviewers in a goodway. As a result, the paper became
much improved.
Few minor suggestions, while reading through the revisions:
Line 27: “and decrease in the upper reach”: change “decreases” to “decrease”
Line 137: change “parameters” to “variables”; same comment line 142 (also check consistent use
of word “parameter” versus “variable” throughout the manuscript)
Line 138: change “maximum of temperature” to “maximum temperature”
Line 153: change “performances on” to “performances for”
Lines 157–158: change “root-mean-square (RMS) values” to “root-mean-square (RMS) deviations”
Line 159: change “both of the stations” to “both changes”
Lines 160–161: change “WFD and WFDEI are representative of the observations and we decided
. . .” to “WFD and WFDEI products do represent the observations well, hence we decided . . .”
Line 167: change “showed the” to “showed that the”
Line 174: “common use”: is OK, but it reads like a weak argument . . .
Line 176: “suitable for the hydrological modeling”: how was that evaluated??
Line 276: change “applied in smaller sub basin may perform better because of higher resolution”
to “applied to smaller sub-basins may perform better because of the higher resolution”
Line 392: change “A1B, A2 and B1” to “A1B, A2 and B1 scenarios”
Lines 398–399: change to: “yielded different conclusions; they found low likelihood of increasing
trends in high ﬂows under the RCP4. Scenario . . .”
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Lines 402–404: remove the sentence “Since no previous study . . .with previous work.”: This is a
useful reply to the reviewer comment, but no need to include such sentence in the paper.
Note that I mainly took reading of the new/revised parts of the manuscript, so I invite the authors
to carefully check also the other parts for grammar and clarity before ﬁnal submission.
I moreover suggest adding references to the following recently published papers in our journal:
Pervez and Henebry (2015), which focuses on climate change impact analysis in a neigbouring basin;
idem for Cuo et al. (2015)?
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